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Consequences of SAP 10.1 for Decentralised Energy

Decentralised energy
Decentralised energy systems are fundamentally about the generation
of electricity at or close to the point of consumption.
When such generation comes from CHP units, process
heat can be put to good use in Heat Networks. These can
be arranged either in single buildings (block heating) or to
serve multiple buildings (district heating). Heat Networks
benefit by having hot water thermal storage, can be used
for domestic hot water (DHW) and / or space heating
and have the potential to generate income from sales of
electricity to the Smart Grid.

Heat Networks can play a crucial role in addressing the
“Energy Trilemma”. This concept, coined by the World
Energy Council, London, provides a snapshot of national
progress in achieving a balance between:

The latest Heat Roadmap Europe (HRE) shows that
the UK has implemented Heat Networks in just 2% of
potential applications in the built environment. By 2050
the minimum share recommended by HRE is 32%, whilst
the Committee for Climate Change (CCC) made the lower
recommendation of 18%. However, under the current
SAP Assessment Procedure proposals there will be
nowhere near enough incentive for the UK to reach any
of these targets. This document focuses on the main
stumbling block.

•	Control of Emissions
(ie, carbon reduction)
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It can be the case that investment in any dimension is
at the expense of another. Policies that benefit all three
simultaneously are indeed welcome, and the treatment
of waste energy using Heat Networks would certainly be
viewed as such.

Waste not, Want Not!
That over half the energy input to power stations in the UK is wasted should be viewed as a great blemish,
which is no longer socially or environmentally acceptable. It is self-evident that Heat Networks provide
the key to access the huge amounts of waste energy resources currently being squandered from power
stations, so any regulatory influence which encourages or discourages decentralised energy acquires very
real importance.
One such influence, unfortunately negative, is the treatment of site-generated electricity within the
proposed SAP 10.1. This effectively discourages the selection of CHP for use in building projects,
which will in turn reduce the likelihood of Heat Networks being specified. This technology is thus
unlikely to have any significant part to play in the UK’s energy strategy.
From extensive experience in European countries, it is recognised that Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
is essential to Heat Networks and is able to address all 3 elements of the Trilemma. The following pages
examine each of the 3.
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Trilemma - Security of supply
For the UK to let go of fossil fuels and fully embrace green energy in real
time will take a monumental effort. It is estimated that on a good day, current
renewable power capacity can only meet just over 6% of total national energy
consumption (services / industry / domestic / transport). It is a sobering thought
that we need investment of a completely different order in renewable energy
capture, storage and supply if zero-carbon commitments are to be delivered.

Martin Barker
Technical Manager - Electrical
SAV Systems

Electric Vehicles (EVs)
EV sales in the UK are growing at 5,000
per month and are expected to rise sharply
over the coming years. As of the end of
2018 there were 190,000 EVs in the UK’s
car fleet. Projecting to the end of 2019,
electric load from EVs could be expected
to be 840 MW approximately, growing by
at least 400-500 MW every year. Most of
this load will be additional to that being
carried by the existing Grid.
Residential Building Demand
Even more pressing is the anticipated demand from the planned large scale
usage of electricity based heating and DHW.
Assuming DHW priority, typical domestic peak energy demand using heat pumps
would be approximately 3 kW(e) per dwelling, with top-up immersion heater
load of a further 3 kW(e). Given a reasonable coincidence factor for immersion
load, an overall figure of say 4 kW (e) per household could be assumed. Based
on projections for house building, future requirements for heat pumps could
be of the order of 15 million. Even with just 10 million such units, an additional
wintertime peak electricity requirement of 40,000 MW would result, virtually
doubling existing demand.
Contrary to current popular thinking, there is no way that the Electricity Grid can
accommodate increases of this order, without decentralising our power generation.

If electrical demand outstrips supply, a form of rationing would be applied where
DNOs will make practical cuts to certain areas for a limited time. Should the outage
continue, they would bring back lost power to initially affected properties and drop
off power to other areas. This is to give people heat and keep their freezers cold.
Critical power will be kept on to places like prisons and hospitals although these
establishments always have back-up generators for emergencies.
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Trilemma - Cost of heat
To demonstrate how well Heat Networks help to drive down the cost of energy,
consider the social housing development at Harvesters Way, Edinburgh.
This had previously been a derelict brownfield site in
Wester Hailes, Edinburgh. In 2014 a social housing project
led by Places for People began the transformation of this
site into a mix of social and private housing with 183 units.
It was decided early on to serve all dwellings using a Heat
Network, fed from one central plant room.
Several combinations of heat generator were assessed
for the plant room. To secure a 20% carbon reduction,
a pair of 20 kW(e) CHP units were selected, supported
by 3 x 1,500 ltr vessels for thermal storage.
Ancillary heating provision was made using condensing
and back-up boilers. The CHP units at Harvesters Way
keep in step with site heat demand, with surplus
electricity generation being exported to the Grid.
Thermal storage is controlled by a self-learning system,
with the objective of maximising CHP operating hours
regardless of differences between heat production
and demand.
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From an initial industry-typical tariff of 7p/kWh, the specified equipment
at Harvesters Way has been optimised and now delivers heat energy at the
much-reduced tariff of 3.7p/kWh. Which is an emphatic statement in support
of residents who might otherwise face fuel poverty.
Part of the flexibility of Heat Networks is their ability
to incorporate different technologies. An improvement
for Harvesters Way would be to include heat pumps
to diminish gas boiler operation. The power for the
heat pumps would primarily be supplied from the
CHP, further reducing the building’s running costs.
The table alongside shows the benefit of this approach
for 1 x 20 kW(e) unit compared to a heat pump Grid
powered solution:

Input energy (kW)
Energy cost per hour (£)

Air-source heat pump
supplied via CHP

Air-source heat pump
supplied via Grid

67.2

88.7

67.2 x 0.0348 = 2.34

35.5 x 0.1319 = 4.68

Energy cost saving = 50%
Further details available at: www.sav-systems.com/4g-london

A further development to be anticipated is the use of
smart monitoring systems. Using market signals, the
CHPs could be programmed to stand down in periods
of plentiful green Grid supply.
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Trilemma - Carbon reduction
Self-evidently, the carbon footprint of CHP generation is lower than for power-only
generation. However, by selecting the average* carbon intensity of 0.136 kg CO₂ / kWh
as the comparison yardstick for site-generated electricity, the proposed SAP 10.1
Assessment Procedure will effectively make CHP untouchable. Designers will be
unable to demonstrate that Heat Networks with CHP can improve on this.
The reality is that site-generated power should be regarded in the same terms as the power source that it replaces,
and that means the marginal power from utility gas (CCGT) power stations. (Marginal power is a fundamental
concept, explained further in SAV’s “Decarbonising London’s Energy” - www.sav-systems.com/decarbonising).
Unless the carbon intensity for CHP in SAP 10.1 is restored to a more realistic value (eg, 0.463 kg CO₂ / kWh,
as for marginal power from CCGT utilities), building designers can be expected to opt for electric heating systems.
This will only increase pressure on the Electricity Grid and compromise security of supply. Ironically, a further
consequence of the 0.136 straitjacket would be an increase in carbon emissions, relative to those which could
be expected from site generation.

SAP 10.1 threatens to inflict a double whammy:
• It puts electric systems in an unassailable position when heating
systems come to be designed,
• It does nothing to encourage capture of the waste heat pouring
out of power stations.
Adrian Rogers
Sector Manager - Commercial
SAV Systems

In addition, it will make it even harder to achieve balance in the Trilemma.

Average or marginal carbon factor?
For post-build energy certification purposes, it makes sense to benchmark a building’s power consumption
against the Grid’s average carbon content (as this is relevant to incoming supplies). However, when designing
an energy centre, it can be assumed that site generators will displace marginal power from the Grid and
therefore it is marginal factors that are appropriate.
The German equivalent of SAP is based on Primary Energy Factors (PEF) rather than carbon intensities.
Nevertheless, this Assessment Procedure makes a clear distinction between average and marginal
supplies, as follows:
1 “Allgemeiner Strommix” (average carbon content) for Grid supply: PEF = 1.8
2 “Verdraengungs Strommix” (displaced / marginal content) for on-site generation: PEF = 2.8
SAP 10.1 also needs to make a similar distinction between carbon intensities!

* Question: What are the assumptions behind the 0.136 kg CO2 / kWh grid carbon content?
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SAP 10.1 and decentralised energy
Instead of regarding cities as giant power consumers, each should be
viewed as a metropolis of power-consuming buildings. However, many of these
buildings have the potential to generate power themselves. Such buildings
can be categorised as “Prosumer Buildings”.
Decentralising power generation in this way gives the buildings the potential to
reduce Grid power congestion, deliver significant cost savings and also generate
income from sales of power to the Grid.
If the proposed 0.136 kg CO2 / kWh carbon intensity for electricity displaced
from the Grid remains unchanged, any expansion of Prosumer Buildings will never
materialise. Instead, city buildings of the future will be stranded power consumers
(for electricity, heating and EVs), completely dependent on electricity supplies from
the Grid. SAP 10.1 as proposed is not consistent with district heating, and
in consequence there will be no flowering of Heat Networks.

Lars Fabricius
Managing Director - SAV Systems

Consultations on SAP 10.1 continue until January 10th, 2020. SAV have engaged
with BEIS and Industry Associations (UKDEA and ADE) to provide feedback on
this issue. Your views would be greatly valued, and these can be submitted
using the brief survey, accessed by the link given below.
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Related documents:
Decarbonising London’s Energy
www.sav-systems.com/decarbonising
SAP 10 or Energy Trilemma
www.sav-systems.com/sap10
Energy Trilemma - Prosumer Buildings
www.sav-systems.com/prosumer
Enabling 4th Generation Heat Networks in London:
The Crucial Role of Ultra-Low NOx Combined Heat and Power
www.sav-systems.com/4g-london

For further information please contact
Head Office: SAV Systems
Scandia House, Boundary Road
Woking, Surrey GU21 5BX
+44 (0)1483 771910
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